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Information science is the study of how man communicates with man.

It is concerned with discovering better ways to get the right

information quickly to the person who needs it, and with finding
information later, once it is stored in libraries and other centers of
information.

This booklet is a primer on information science.
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INTRODUCTION

A few years ago a computer* in New
York City "talked" for the very first time to a
computer in London. Computers can't really
talk the way people do, but these machines
were able to exchange information about a
very complicated arithmetic problem. The
computers were connected to each other
through the Early Bird satellite. Early Bird is
the name of a small radio relay
station which is about the site of a refriger-
ator, and orbits the earth high above the
Atlantic Ocean.

A powerful rocket put Early Bird into
orbit- several years ago and its job is to receive
signals from an American radio station and
send them to a radio station in Europe.

*Italii.,i/ed words are defined in the glossary be-
ginning on rage 85.



Because satellites communicate with com-
puters and computers can process tremendous
amounts of information at lightning speed, it
is possible for Early Bird to send a lot of
information back and forth much faster than
any other way of communicating.

In addition to doing arithmetic, com-
puters can also process letters of the alphabet,
words, and sentences. We call this language
processing, and when computers do this kind
of work through satellites like Early Bird,
they give us a new kind of power"informa-
tion power." This information power is going
to be very important to you and to everyone
else in the world during the years ahead.

The science of information is an exciting
subject. Once you understand it, perhaps you
too will want to become an information
scientist and join others who are interested in
unlocking the information secrets of the
future.
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WHAT IS INFORMATION?

When a child is born and opens his eyes
for the first time, his brain immediately
begins to receive and store impressions of the
things he sees around him. These snapshots of
the world recorded by the brain through sight
are his first sources of information. As he
grows up other senses such as sound, touch,
smell, and taste also develop, and these
together with sight help bring him new
information. Somehow, every piece of infor-
mation that reaches the brain is recorded in
memory. Little by little, through reading and
personal experience, a child begins to com-
bine new information with the oldwe call
this learning..

Scientists do not yet fully understand
how the human brain performs this wonderful
function, but they do know that information
and learning give us the power to think and to
be creative. As you read this book you are
receiving and recording information in an
organized communications center, your brain.

YOu can think of your brain at a personal
information center because it contains all you
know and helps you put this knowledge to
work in your daily life. If you were to see a
picture of the inside of a human brain it
would appear as a complicated bundle of
tissue folds. It is a marvelous instrument, with
each part having a particular job to perform
and every complicated connection having
some special purpose to help us to think,

The ability to remember, that is, to recall
pieces of information from memory, and the

5
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Knowledge and wisdom can only result
from understanding and using information. A
knowledgeable person is one who learns to fit
pieces of information into a pattern of
thought that will lead to intelligent action,
and a wise person is one who learns to apply
these patterns constructively to life's prob-
lems.

The History of Writing
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Thousands of years ago, writing was recorded
on clay tablets, on dried animal skins,
papyrus, and on many other materials.

After the Chinese invented paper, it be-
came the most popular surface for writing and
recording information. The first books were
in the form of scrolls which had to be turned
and rolled in order to be read, In fact, the
word volume, which means book, comes from
the, Latin word "votare" meaning "to turn".
These early books, called manuscripts, were
handwritten one at a time. It vvas a very sloW
way to record and distribute information.

The Chinese were also the first to invent
moveable type, which led to commercial
printing. Johannes Gutenberg in the year
1440 A.D. was the first European to use it
and, thanks to him, it became possible to
publish many copies of the same book in
expensively much the way we do today.

Books and Libraries

Keeping all the manuscripts and books in
one place was the job of the librarian. At first
there were very few libraries and those which
were built were considered great treasure
houses by the scholars who used them.
Hundreds of years ago, very few people knew
how to read, but those who did were willing
and eager to travel great distances and

A page from the 15th century Tres Riches Heures de Chic de Berry
lVery Rich Hours of the Duke of Berry), a small illuminated prayer
book. These works of art were made for, and enjoyed by, only a few

privileged persons.
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undergo personal hardships just to be able to
study the information and other knowledge
that had been recorded in books. Books and
libraries have made a remarkable contribution
to civilization; without them it is doubtful
that the people of the world would have made
as much progress as they have.

Making Information Available

Because a printing press could make many
copies of the same book, it was possible to
send books to different places so that people
could have a copy no matter where they lived.
Mail and postal systems were started and
helped to distribute books to different cities,
and it didn't take long before the mails
became the busiest form of communication
for the exchange of information between
people. When ships, trains, and airplanes
began to carry mail, this greatly increased the
capacity and the speed of postal service.
Today, it is routine for tons and tons, of
information to be moved through the mails
every day from place to place all over the
world.

Electricity provided another method by
which information could be distributed. Tele-
phone and telegraph lines connected people
to people and places to places. With the help
of electricity, these new communication lines
were able to carry information messages back
and forth at the speed of light. Today, we
have 100,000,000 telephones in the United
States and millions more throughout the
world. They are a very necessary part of
personal communication.

10
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The Bay Psalm Book was the first book printed in America, it was
published in 1640 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. (See the figures on the

next two pages.)
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STORING AND RETRIEVING
INFORMATION

For many centuries, libraries-have served
as our major storehouses of knowledge. They
accumulate hooks, periodicals, and news-
papers, organise these materials for everyday
use, and provide various services to help
people find information. There are many
types of librariesschool libraries, public
libraries, university libraries, and special

libraries, Special libraries cover one subject
like law or medicine. Libraries Per form several
functions They select and acquire materials
for their users, they catalog and classify these
materials so that users c:01) lind what they're
looking tor, they circulate books so that a
user can lake material home, and they answer
-questions on almost any subject. The study of
these functions is called library science.

Libraries are lor everyone. They provide
free and open access to information for
recreation, education, and research. For this
reason, more and more public libraries du)
becoming the main information center in

towns and commoni it ies.
Modern libraries are also acquiring audio-

visual materials to complement their collec-
tions of books .and maiwines. Films, film
strips, audio cassettes, TV tapes, long playing
records, slides, video cassettes, and other
forms are available in many of today's
libraries.

As libraries get bigger, as they acquire
more oudi o-visual ma tor ink, and as they begin
to serve the more complex information needs

15
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of their users, they are discovering that the
computer and othot technology may provide
new ways to strengthen their ability to Store
and retrieve information. The application of
computers and technology to library func-
tions is called library automation.

The Information Explosion

More people live on earth today than tile
sum of all the people who ever lived
before in recorded history we this the
population e\piosion, People must have in-
formation: to got along in today's world end,
as the %%mid's population increases, it be-

comes rWil,,Hry to find better ways of
distributing needed information, Also, be-

cause of 0,', population explosion, informa-
tion is being produi.od fasti.J- by more
than in the post. Aiai, the »iimblir spi.:Lial-

ited subjects is increaHrig rapidly- ---we Gall
this the information explosion,

No longer Jobs the word information
apply only to things that are printed. It also
includes other materials like information on
film, slides, television tape, and computer
tape. Information science is the study of how
man communicates with tlidtl. It is concerned
with discovering better ways to ijiet thri righl
information quickly to tot: person who nuejs
it, and with finding information later, 011(";! it
is stored in libraries and r.:)thr:r centers of
information.

The populdtUll explosion, vAlioli lids nrocioit,iteil tlie lot ain ii!' ;'

explosion, is violl illostnitiiii in tHi ,j,],"/ of ..',;,..,..i Y,c (lif''. f :

Avenue at noon.
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Information Science

infurinnion science is a young field.
People everywhere are concerned with the
information explosion, but don't know what
to do about it. For example, a doctor needs
new information to be sure he treats his
patients with the most effective remedies. A
lawyer needs new information to be sure his
Client benefits from the latest court rulings
affecting his case, An engineer needs new
information to be sure he doesn't spend his
time inventing something that has already
been built. A businessman needs new informa
tion to be sure his company is managed in a
way that will make a profit. A farmer needs
new information to be sure he gets the
maximum harvest from his cultivated land.

And so it continues. Information science
studies the way these different people use
information in their jobs and provides ef-
fective methods for giving them the kind of
infOrmation they need to do their job best.

Any information system that distributes
knowledge and information to individuals
must satisfy three basic requirements. First, it
should be able to tell a user where to find his
information; second, it should be able to
deliver this information to him once he
decides he wants it; and third, it must respond
within the time limiis the user imposes.

Information science is therefore concerned
with nie way different people create informa-
tion, index or label it, store it, find it, analyze
it, send and receive it, and use it.

Information science draws on many dif-
ferent fields for its development. Some of

18



these are mathematics, logic, language arts,
psychology, computer technology, communi-
cations, micrographics, library science, and
business management. Nevertheless, there are
at least three basic tools that every informa-
tion scientist must learn to use,

First, he should know about computers,
because they can process information in the
form of words as effectively as they compute
numbers, Second, he should know about
communications, because this technology is
capable of distributing word and picture
information at great speeds to different
people no matter where they live. And finally,
he should know about the field of miniature
photography called micrographics, because
film technology allows a lot of information to
be condensed into a small space,

The purpose of the next few chapters is
to acquaint you with these new information
technologies so that you can understand how
they operate and how they are going to
change our information habits in the years
ahead. Today's libraries and information
centers are already being affected by these
latest electronic discoveries.

19



PUTTING INFORMATION INTO A
COMPUTER

Punched Cards and Paper Tape

When information appears in print, as on
this page, people like you and me are able to
read and understand it. HoweVer, if informa-
tion is to be processed by a machine, like ul
computer, then other ways must be found, to
put these same letters and words into the
machine. Computers, of course, do not have
eyes like humansbut they do have elec-
trical sensing equipment that in certain ways
does almost the same thing.

For example, most of us have walked into
supermarkets through doors that open by
themselves, These doors are controlled by
electrical sensing equipment known as photo-
electric cells, which act like eyes. Each door is
controlled by two photoelectric cells that
shine a beam of light to each other. As you
walk through the door, the light beam is
broken causing the photoelectric cells or
"eyes" to sense that someone is beginning to
enter. The electric eye reacts in a.split second
by sending a burst of electrical energy to the
door's mechanical hinge, and this automati-
cally swings the door open.

The photoelectric sensing idea can also be
used to detect the presence of a hole in a card
or piece of paper.

Thus, if holes are punched in paper to
represent certain letters of the alphabet or
words, it is possible for a machine to electri-
cally sense or read this information.

20



In 1880 a titan named Herman Hollerith
of Bul talo, New York, invented a method for
relJresentiwct inton ittatioit 1CAUS in d

PUI1Chej card. Mr. Hollerith worked fur the
U. S. Bureau of the Census where he dealt
with population statistfts from all parts of the
country. His job was to add up many thou-
sands of hand written figures, and naturally
this arithmetic took a lot of time. So he
developed a set cif machines to do the job
quicker, and he also of a way of
paniiing holes in a (A.11(.1 to record the

information on population in a form that was
reuJublc by machines.

Toil,ly, punched cards and punched paper
tape are two Popular methods for putting
information into machine readable form for
processing by computers,

The figure at the top of page 24 shows a
typical punched cord, Mr. Hollerith chose to
make his card the size of an American dollar
bill in 1880, Although the dollar bill is smaller
today, the .dimensions of the Hollerith card
have not changed. The punched card in the
figure contains information on the name, age,
and si,ltool grade of a typical student.

Each punched card is divided into
columns and rows. Columns go up and down,
rows go from side to side. There are 80
columns and 12 rows. A number, like 6, is

-represented by punching a hole in the sixth
row of any column. Notice in the figure how
the number 6 was punched in column 27, A
letter, like S, is represented by punching two
holes in the same column. Notice how the

21
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Part of 'Hollerith's first complete Census Bureau tabulating system in
1890.

,
_

The Pantograph Punch, part of the Hollerith system, was used in the
1890 and 1900 censuses. With improvements, the U. S. Census Bureau
used it for statistical tabulations through the 1920s. This picture was
taken about 1918,
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A typical parched card contairing information} on the name, age, and

Khasi grade of a 10-yearold student,

letter S was pariched in row 10 and row 2 of

column 28,
the figure below dlustrateshovv

information about the same student would be
punched into paper tape. Each combination

// //

sues a
so,

. moms
04\

The same student information, shown in the figure above, punched into

paper tape, Note how the group of holes for a "J" differs from the
holes that stand for the letter "A",
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of holes across the width of the paper tape
has a different moaning, Notice how the
group of holes fora J differs from the holes
that stand for the letter F.

These examples show how school infor
motion about two students was prepared.
However, information may be recorded in

machine readable form for many other pur-
poses. The figure on page 26 illustrates a
."deck" of punched cards coded with all the
words of the sentences in this paragraph.

More and more these days, information is
being prepared in machine readable form.
Many machines, with keyboards like type-
writers, !II )11/r11 I I y make punch,jd cards
and punt..hud paper tape when a page of
information is typed. People who publish
books, magi/ales, and newspapers are cre-
ating 1110Chirle reachable information so that
they can take full advantage of computers and
other electronic printing machines.

The Computer's Language

Computers are basically electrical devices.
Like all electrical machines they respond to
electrical signals. To make these signals repre-
sent information, a code is needed to repre-
sent numbers and alphabetic letters. The code
adopted by most of today's computers is

based on the binary number system. I he
binary number system uses only two
symbols -a "0" and a "1"to represent
numbers and letters. Each symbol is called a
bit. By working with these two symbols we
can code any number or letter.
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Below you can see how to represent the
numerical symbols from 0 to 9 in the decimal
system and ire the number system,

Decimal Binary

0000
1 0001

2 0010
3 0011

4 0100

0101

0110

7 0111

8 1000

0 1001"

The following list shows how the 26
letters of the alphabet can be represented by
placing two more zeros end ones in front of
the binary symbols for numbers 1 through 9.

A - 110001 ,I - 100001 S - 010010
B= 110010 K= 100010 T = 010011

C = 1 1 0 0 1 1 L = 100011 LJ = 010100

D = 110100 M = 100100 V= 010101
E = 110101 N = 100101 W = 010110

F = 110110 0 = 100110 X = 010111

G = 110111 P = 100111 Y = 011000
H = 111000 0 = 101000 Z = 011001

I = 111001 R = 101001

Using the six bit binary code above, you
would spell RADNOR ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL as Sitown on the next page.
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HALINOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
111111 1111110110 011111
011000 1010101 101 111000
100001 0000000011 001000
001110 1011110000 000110
000010 0100001000 11011
110101 1110111110 010001

Magnetic Tapes and Disks

Another way to record information for
use with computers is by putting the informa-
tion directly onto magnetic tape. However,
this is not like typing on paper. in order to
understand how information can be recorded
on magnetic tape, it is necessary to explain
what magnetic tape is.

A cross section of magnetic tape looks
like a sandwich. The bottom layer consists of
a clear piece of plastic. Spread over this
plastic base is a brown substance called
ferrous oxide that forms the middle layer, and
the top layer consists of another coating of
clear plastic.

The figure on the opposite page shows a
piece of magnetic tape. This tape is very thin;
it looks and feels like a piece of ribbon
because its layers are packed so tightly to-
gether.

Ferrous oxide, the brown substance in the
middle of the tape sandwich, contains grains
of iron that rearrange themselves and point in
one direction whenever they are bombarded
with a burst of electrical current. This is

called magnetizing. If the electrical current is
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Iron oxide
Binders
Solvents
Carbon black
Other

Polyester

This drawing illustrates the three layers of magnetic

tapeclear plastic, ferrous oxide, and clear plastic.

directed to a tiny spot, then only that spot
will be magnetized. This is how information is
written or recorded on magnetic tape. By
reversing the electrical current in the same
spot, the information can be demagnetized or
erased.

Thus, electricity is used to write a message
on a piece of magnetic tape or erase one from
it. The interesting thing about magnetic tape,
however, is that it is poSsible to write very
tiny messages on it since you don't have to
punch holes, as you do in cards, in order to
represent letters and numbers. Instead, elec-
tricity is used to magnetize certain spots with
electrical current. The spots are packed so
tightly together that it's difficult to see any of
them with the naked eye.
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The figure below shows how combina-
of eight binary symbols can be con-

yet tud ni inJunetized spots to represent info .
mation. In this illustration, you see how the
words ELEMENTARY SCHOOL would look
if you sow the spots magnified under a
microscope On an actual piece of IBM mag-
netic tape,

1 1 1

I 1 1 1 1 1

1111111111 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

1 I 1 1 1 II I 1

I
I 1 1 1

This eight bit binary code on magnetic tape spells out "Elemen-
tary School".

Because more information can be re

corded on a piece of magnetic tape than on a
punched card or punched paper tape, mag-
netic tape is by far the most efficient machine
readable form for putting information into a
computer. If you visit a computer center, you
will generally see many spools of tape. The
figure on the opposite page shows a typical
2400-foot tape spool, a computer machine for
handling the tape spool, and a library of
magnetic tapes.

Typing information onto a magnetic tape
is done by using special machine. Depressing
the keys of the machine's keyboard as if you
were typing causes the machine to magnetize
certain tiny spots on the tape that represent
the typed words. It does this by sending
signals of electricity to the spots that are to
be magnetized. These signals contain enough
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A 2400-foot spool of rnagnetic
r.ape.

Three tape drives.

A library of magnetic tapes.
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electrical current to rearrange the iron
particles in the ferrous oxide and to convert
horn from a demagnetized to a magnetized

state,

Magnetic tapes can be kept for many
years and they take up very little storage
space, They can be erased and used again for
recording new information. They are used to
send information into computers, to record
output, and to store computer results.

Sometimes a computer must go through
an entire 2400-foot spool of magnetic tape to
find the information it seeks. To overcome
this problem, information is sometimes stored
on magnetic disks that permit a computer to
find an existing piece of information quickly.
Magnetic disks are like hi-fi records and are
coated on both sides with the same ferrous
oxide material used on magnetic. tape,

Each side of a magnetic disk contains
circular tracks for recording information.
Since the segments of each track have pre-
designated addresses, it is easy for a computer
to go directly to a specific location on a disk

CITIZEN'S/ BANK
Ni

"II/4 (I?

Nt,

ti

,,,,, ,"

i:o s so-o ?rico: 2 34 q 08 20

MICR characters on a bank check.
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to find the particular information it needs. It
is also quicker for computer to get informa-
tion from a disk rather than from a tape.

Speed of information access depends on
the computer's ability to look something up
directly instead of searching an entire file,
Using a disk to look up information in a
computer is like using a dictionary to look up
a word.

Character Hecognition Machines

Inforrnazion scientists are also experi-
menting with new ways of converting printed
information to machine readable form with-
out having to type or key the information at
all. Mochinc3 haw. already been built that
look at the printed page the way our eyes do
and automatically convert the printed infor-
mation to spots on magnetic tape. These
machines are called Optical Character Recog-
nition (OCR) machines or Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition (MICR)CR ) machines.
Since the shape of each letter of the alphabet
and number is different, it is possible for a
machine to examine the shape of a letter or
number to determine what it is.

If you will look at the account number in
the or lefthand corner of a bank check,
you will see an example of some numbers that
can be read by a Magnetic Ink Character
Recognition machine.

In this chapter we have discussed several
different methods for changing information
into a machine readable form that a computer
can handle. Millions of magnetic tape spools
containing information already exist and are
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being used for computer processing. In the
years ahead, more and more information will
be recorded this way.

As large amounts of information become
available as input for computer processing,
what kinds of things will information scien-
tists attempt to do? The next chapter investi
gates this question.
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GETTING INFORMATION FROM A
COMPUTER

As more and more machine readable
information becomes available, libraries will
surely buy magnetic tapes along with books.
They already collect motion picture films and
sound recordings for our use and pleasure
and, in time, they will become the main
organiiution in the community that provides
us with access to all kinds of information.

However, just as we need a projector to
show motion piCore films, and a record
player to listen to stereo recordings, so a
computer will he needed to help use informa-
tion siored or) magnetic tape,

What is a computer? How does it work?
What can it do? and, How will it help us find
information?

An English mathematician named Charles
8abbage wrote a paper in 1822 that outlined
the functions to be performed by a computer.
However, it wasn't until 1944 that engineers
were able to build such a machine that
worked. The first computer was housed at
Harvard University and its chief job was to
solve complex mathematical problems.

During the past 25 years, however, com-
puters have improved considerably. They are
faster, cheaper, smaller, and more efficient. In
1970, there were about 80,000 computers in
the United States and they were being used
for many different purposes. The word com-
pute means to add up numbers and provide a
result. Computers can also subtract, multiply,
divide, and perform other arithmetic calcula-
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The "Difference Engine" of Charles Babbage. This digital, decimal
computer was conceived in 1820. A small model was successfully built,

but manufacturing problems prohibited the construction of -large-
mach i nes,
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I

I

tions, Early computers could only process
numbers.

Toddy, the word "computer" has a much
broader meaning. I t refers to a machine that
not only performs arithmetic efficiently, but
also handles the letters of the alphabet. This
new feature is the one that allows the
computer to function as an information ma-
chine. A typical computer installation looks
like the one shown below.

38
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A modern electronic digital computer.

How to Program

Two things are needed to make a com-
puter work as an information machine:
(1) machine readable information and (2) a
computer program. The previous chapter dis-
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cussed how machine readable information is
prepared, but did not explain what d com
puter Vocirdin is.

Many companies like IBM, UNIVAC, Gen-
eral Electric, and Control Data manufacture
computers. When you buy or rent a computer
from one of these companies, they will teach
you how to operate it and make it perform
successfully. In doing this you will learn a
new language called a programming language.

The programming language is used to
write programs, and programs are sets of
instructions that tell the computer what you
want it to do. It's much easier to learn a
programming language than a spoken language
like French or German. Programming lan-
guages have much smaller vocabularies and are
written and learned in English, Many high
schools.and colleges now offer programming
language courses to students who want to
learn how to program a computer,

Although computers can help man a great
deal, they are not able to learn and think for
themselves like humans. You will remember
in the first chapter we said that the ability to
remember ideas and create new ones is

uniquely human. A computer alone can do
neither, but must be told what to do by a
human. It is the programming language that
enables us to tell the computer what to do.

Once you learn a programming language,
you can write instructions' to the computer
that cause it to do exactly what you want.
For example, you could tell the computer to
alphabetize all the names of the students in
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100 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE AREA OF. An
110 PRINT "CIRCLE IF YOU SUPPLY TILE RADIUS."
120 PRINT "hHAT IS THE RADIUS"
130 INPUT R
140 LET A = 5.14169/42
150 PRINT "THE AREA IS "; A ;" SQUARE UNITS."
160 PRINT "fiOULD YOU LIKE TO GIVE THE COEPUTERn
170 PRINT "ANOTHER RADIUS (TYPE YES OR HOPI
180 INPUT X$
190 IF Xi; = "YES" THEN 120
200 END

This computer program, written in the BASIC pro-
gramming language, calculates the area of a circle for

any radius given,

a school and print out a list for the teacher. If
you had a file of the names in machine
readable form, say on magnetic tape, and the
names were all mixed up on the tape, the
computer would rearrange and sort them into
alphabetic order. When it finished doing this,
the program would then print or output. the
list on an automatic typewriter.

This is only one example of how a
computer can be used to handle information.
Using the same information, you could also
write a computer program that instructed the
machine to select only the names of female
students in the school who were 10 years old
and in the sixth grade. From just these two
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examples, we can see how a corhputer can be
used as an information machine to store,
rearrange, select, and print information ac-
cording to instructions.

Information scientists are interested in
using computers to perform many different
information functions. Computer programs
have been written to index documents and
books, to translate from one language to
another, to find books in a library, to
compare poems, to compose music, to answer
questions, to print dictionaries, and to distrib-
ute information to students and teachers
according to their requirements.

Other programs have been written to look
through insurance record files, search for
information on automobiles, find the correct
antidote for someone who has taken poison,
choose information on chemicals, examine
patient records in hospitals, and obtain legal
information for lawyers.

And still other computer programs have
been written to help students learn a subject,
help doctors find cures for people who are
sick, and give managers the information they
need to run their businesses.

Some big companies, like IBM, use a
computer program to examine the titles of
new scientific and technical magazine articles.
A computer program stores the subject words
of iiterest to each IBM engineer and then
checks automatically to see if any of these
words are contained in any of the new titles.
Whenever a match occurs, the program causes
the computer to print out a note to the
engineer telling him about the new document.
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T!'t2 first U. S. ccmtitrtw, the ;Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculi"-

at IWO and uresental to Harvard University.'

TH selective dissemination of in-

formation.
Exnererein.,11 1:ornputer programs for

trdnistjtIng tc orr. one langi.idqe to 11-1othirr are

oso dvditdble. Most machine translation re:
sorJrhos heen trom Russian to English, but

including Chinese, have

ei :itterrote,I. Programs to perform i,.vord-.
translation are fairly easy to vvrite.
iI is much hander to wite programs

-tor rules or:grammar that can smooth out
stem 4Tftdihgs und provide proper word order.
No Lomputer procv,ini yet exists that jitter
Prot; meaning or fronsta:es idioms with any

reliAility. However, inforrhation scientists

contiftti-=. to tesociftn- the het& because of the
enormous potpatial benefits they know wilt

.icctue ititIiil languacie barriers between
ne; corild be brought down, Language

processing is the oh ruse information scientists
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use to describe computer programs that deal
wi Ili words anci ideas.

Telephoning the Computer

Until a few years ago, it was necessary to
co to computer center in order to use the
machine,. but recent improvements have made
it possible to use a computer from a distance.
This is done by connecting an automatic
typewriter to a telephone in your home or
school and then dialing the computer as you
would another telephone. Once the telephone

Time sharing allows many persons to use one computer at the same

time,
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hne connection is made, the computer is

ready to receive your instructions, This is
known as being online with the computer
and you share its time along with others,
Time-sharing allows many people to use the
computer and its store of information from a
distance at the same time.

The ability to communicate with a com-
puter over a telephone line is of great im-
portance to information science, It means

that no matter v,here information may be
located or stored, it can be !nude instantly
available to anyone who has access to a
telephone, Once information is in machine
readable form, not only can it be processed
by aei)mputer, but it can also be transmitted
over telephone and radio communication
systems.

Te/ecommunications is the word used by
information scientists to describe the way
different types of information can be sent and
received over great distances. it is a com-
pound word, "Tele" moans distance and
"communications" means the sending of
messages. Telecommunications means sending
messages of information back and forth dyer
great distHiices.

This development is sure to change the
way information is used in busineSs, govern-
ment, education, and research because it will
create vast data banks, thus permitting any-
one to rise a much greater store of informa-
tion than was ever available before, It also
means that information can be transferred or
delivered directly to any person no matter
Jvherki he lives. It is for tlo reasons that
information science is concerned with an-
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proving the methods by which people can get
information from a computer,

11W
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COMMUNICATING INFORMATION

By Telephone

One of the greatest inventions of all time
is the telephone, invented by Alexander
Graham Bell in 1876. Though we occasionally
get a busy signal on the line, the telephone is
a marvelous communications instrument.
However, a telephone by itself is useless; its
value lies in reaching other telephones. The
more phones and other communication de-
vices that are interconnected, the greater its
value.

Each telephone is not connected to
another by direct wires, but the wires do
come together in many central stations
throughout the country, and these stations
are used to switch a call to the correct
number. The telephone network in the U. S.
includes about 100,000,000 telephones inter-
connected by more than 700,000,000 circuit
miles of cable, wire, end radio relay -, ,stems
crisscrossing the land. On a normal day the
network handles with speed and accuracy
more than 300 million calls in a variety of
f or ms-- voice, television signals called
"video," and computer information.

Certainly the telephone is one of the best
means we ',have for communicating voice
information, it enables us to speak with
another person anywhere in the world, and it
can be used to send pictures and even
machine readable computer information over
the same lines. It is also used to communicate
across the ocean. This is done over telephone
wires that are wrapped in watertight cables
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and carefully laid on the ocean's floor by a
telephone cable

For example, hNO Tf df Is-Pdci tic undersea
telephone cables link Hawaii with the main-
land of Cali fornia.

At present the information scientist uses
telephone lines for communicating spoken
information, for sending and receiving tele-
type messages, for on-line computer work,
and for the transmission of picture inform&
bon by facsimile. Though some of these terms
may be unfamiliar to you, each is a part of
the vocabulary of an information scientist.

A teletype machine works very much like
a telephone, except that the information it
sends and receives is typed out rather than
spoken. Hundreds of libraries in the United
States use teletype machines to request books
or a specific piece of information from other
libraries. A "yellow pages" book with only
teletype telephone numbers in it is put out by
the telephone company, and it is just as easy
to "call up" a teletype machine as it is a
telephone.

On-line use of a computer over telephone
lines is becoming more popular, too. To use
the computer this way you must first have a
telephone and a computer terminal in your
home or classroom. The computer may be
loCated far away from the terminal, perhaps
even in a different city or state,

(441 Alexander Graham Bell speaks the first words on the new telephone

connection between Chicago and New York on October 18, 1892.
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The terminal is a machine that can look
like a typewriter or a TV screen. Since the
cistil titter IlaS its (MI telephone number, you
may ditli it as you would another phone.
When you hear a "beep", you know you're
linked on -tine to the computer, Thereat ler the
computer is used as if it were in the same
room with you.

Once you are on-line with the computer,
you can do many different things. Using your
programming language, you can solve a

mathematical problem, learn a new subject, or
find old information that you yourself may
have stored in the computer.

Information scientists are studying ways
to assist doctors, lawyers, engineers, and other
persons to use computers on-line as part of
their daily routine. The computer is such a
new information instrument, however, that it
will take many years before information
scientists discover all of its possible uses and
applications.

Sending computer data back and forth
over telephone fines is possible because the
telephone company's system is able to change
the magnetic codes of the computer into
tones that are carried over the telephone line
and then change them into codes again at the
other end in order to operate a distant
computer or some other machine,

The same thing can be done with picture
information. A TV camera scans a page of
printed text and sends millions of bits of
information as tiny black and white spots that
make up each line. For example, if you
examine a picture on a TV set very closely
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with a magnifying glass, you will see that it is
really made up of these little spots. The result
at the receiving station is a facsimile, or
duplicate print of the original page that was
scanned by a TV camera or by a similar
machine called a facsimile scanner. Facsimile
comes from the Latin words "factum" and
"simile", meaning exact duplicate,

Many libraries are interested in facsimile
because it will permit them to exchange
pictures and other graphic information over
the telephone. To do this, of course, each
library would need to have a facsimile scanner
and a facsimile receiver as terminal equip-
ment,

Information scientists are working with
companies that are starting telefacsimile ser-
vices to compete with the U. S. Post Office by
providing a speedier way of sending and
receiving private messages over great dis-
tances, A facsimile scanner and recorder is

shown on the next page,
Another device that is of special impor-

tance to the information scientist is the
touch-tone telephone. In many ways the
touch-tone telephone is similar to the familiar
dial telephone. However, there is a major
difference. Only the touch-tone telephone
enables a user to transmit information
directly to a computer, It does this by
emitting different frequencies of sound for
each number represented on the push but-
tons. When a touch-tone telephone is used to
call a distant computer, it is able to transmit
numerical information after the telephone
connection is established, And when this
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A facsimile scanner,

numerical information is received by the
computer it can cause it to function by
remote control. Touch-tone developments are
prompting information scientists to consider
new ways to connect a user in his home with
a distant library or data bank,

Development work has been started on
sending and receiving live television pictures
of people while they are telephoning. At the
New York World's Fair in 1965, the tele-
phone company demonstrated a new instru-
ment called a picture phone that lets you see
the other person when making a telephone

willcall. Someday these picture phones wtIS be in
every home, school, and office, and they will
greatly expand the types of information we
will be able to telecom-whir:ate,
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By Cable

Although lies tduulionti linc is fine for
currying voice conversations, information
scientists believe we will need more than
telephone wires to curry the huge amounts of
machine (loto that computers will
handle in th,.; future. If the tens of 'thOusands
of tiny bits that make up a computer message
or a TV message had to be squeezed through a
telephone line, the message would take a long
time to get where its going. However, new
channels of telecommunications are being
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Picture phone services include communicating with computers. The

user can dial numbers to ask the computer to display specific types of

information on the screen.
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axial cable showing in-
mal
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developed with greater capacity than the
narrow telephone lines now provide, and

tlieicr broader channels will permit messages
to flow back and forth much faster.

Coaxial cable is one example of a new
kind of wire that can carry many times the
capacity of the telephone line. As you can see
from the picture,a coaxial cable has a number
of copper wires located inside an insulated
tube, In Latin the prefix "co" means the
same" and "axial" refers to an axis.

In a coaxial cable the wires and the tube
are parallel and therefore have the same axis;
this is how the cable got its name. Since each
of these wires can carry as much or more
information than one telephone line and there
are many of them in each cable, you can see
that much more information can be sent
much faster through coaxial cable than by
telephone.

Cable television stations (CATV) will soon
send television signals into the home over
coaxial cables. CATV stations have very
powerful antennas that enable them to
capture TV signals from many distant TV
transmitters and retransmit the signals to the
home through underground cables. instead of
receiving a few local stations on a home TV
set, the CATV subscriber will be able to see
many TV progran s long distance. CATV
signals will be crisp, clear, and without
"ghosts".

Just as telephone lines enter the home
today from the street, so will coaxial cables a

few years hence. The Federal Communica-
tions Commission expects to reserve at least



one or two CATV channels for educational
purposes, Over these educational channels,
CATV coaxial cables will someday bring
picture answers to information questions
directly to individual home TV sets.

By Microwave

Another way to send and receive informa-
tion is by microwave. Engineers refer to the
word microwave when describing information
systems that use high frequency bands of the
radio spectrum for transmission, Normal radio
broadcasts use the lower frequencies. The
bands for higher frequencies are to be found
way out to the right and off our home radio
dial. There are many microwave sending and
receiving stations in the United States and
many more are being built.

You can recognize one in your own
neighborhood by looking for an antenna
tower with a blunt nose and some round
"dishes" on top. The blunt nose shows the
difference between a microwave antenna
tower and a pointy TV antenna tower. The
pictures you see on pages 56 and 57 show the
difference in appearance between the two
towers. Microwave towers are spaced about
30 miles apart and the top of one tower must
he able to "see" the top of the next tower
without anything coming between them. This
is called line of sight.

To have line of sight, microwave towers
are usualiy installed on top of tall buildings or
high mountains. Microwave connections can
be thought of as broad communication high-
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middle of the Atlantic Ocean that would have
line of sight with the Statue of

Y0r. mid [3(1) CIN.k Limddii,
it k.\011(1 f ovL /1/r.) miles high! It
k this limitation that gave risk' to the develop-
ment of the satellite.

A !.-,,itOlito is iln
that ()rht above the earth to
receive and retraemnit messages from dif-
terent or Hos on earth. It con hi thought of as

a "switi.,hboard in the sky". A communica-
tions satellite launched by a rocket into a
eiri..ular path around the equator at an alti-
hide of at>proxirnately 2;3,000 miles. At this
distance its speed keeps exact time with the
rotation of the earth. The communications
satellite then appears to remain fixed in space
and messages can be beamed to it from the
samir places all the time because it is always in
iinij of sight.

A crinimunications satellite is not very
big, A model of one is on display in the lobby
of the Communications Satellite Corporation
building in Washington, D. C. It stands about
10 feet high, is about 8 feet wide, and has
several antennas projecting frocn it that look
like the antennas on top of some home TV
sets.

Inside there is a receiver for accepting
messages from earth, an amplifier that
strengthens the signals in these messages, and
a transmitter that beams them to the point on
earth where they're going. The outside of the
communications satellite is coated with tiny
solar batteries that change energy from the
sun into electrical power needed to operate
the satellite. A communications satellite can
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Above, at the Fourth U.N. Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic

Energy, held in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1971, a visitor queries by

satellite communication,. computer data bank in Oak Ridge, Tennes-

see. Answers to his bi' .Llgraphic inquiry are displayed on the screen in

front of him, The Tennessee computer serves a number of terminals in

the U. 5, Below, Don Davis of the Technical Information Center in Oak

Ridge queries the computer.

j
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work well for about G years before being

h0,4; .Litellites are all that are needed to
cover the globe with communications except
for the North and South Poles, Corn munica
tions satellites take the place of many thou-
sands of microwave stations that would other-
wise, be needed. Today, communications
satellites are being used for sending TV
programs from one country to another, for
holding international telephone conversations,
for exchanging machine-readable data be

tween computers located in different
countries, and for sending and receiving
facsimiles of pictures. Communications
satellites made it possible for people the
world over to witness President Nixon's
historic visit to China in 1972, and to follow
the Olympic Games from Munich, Germany.

As we have said before, information exists
in many different forms. When someone
wants information he may need spoken infor-
mation recorded on audio tape, written infor-
mation in printed form, pictorial information
on film or on TV tape, machine-readable
information stored on magnetic tape, or
combinations of these forms. The satellite is
of special interest to the information scientist
because of its ability to send and receive all
forms of information over the same broad .

channel.

A two-way telecommunications system
should provide a way to integrate, or-mix,
sound, digital, and video signals into a single
system, The communications satellite does
this.
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FINDING INFORMATION IN
MICROFILM

A Chinese proverb says that one picture
is worth a thousand words". Pictures contain

amount of information because they
reveal details that are hard to describe in
words, This is particularly true when informa-
tion is captured on film. Film is a powerful
information medium that records all the
details seen in a cer tdIn situation at a certain
time.

Olive expLiied, tiii.i developed
picture or pictures can be looked it over and
over A film that has small iotures of
printed or graphic information is a microfilm.

When Neil Armstiiong. and Buzz Aldrin
landed on the moon, they took many pictures
and they also described what they saw with
words over the radio. The movie films and
still photographs they brought back to earth
\yore studied by photo-interpreters.

Each film is placed under a stereomicro-
scope that allows scientists to examine, mea-
sure, and evaluate the minutest part of the
picture of the moon's surface. Later on, fhe
results of what the photo-interpreter saw will
be printed in books that describe the
enormous amounts of information contained
in the films.

Film is aii especially important informa-
tion medium. Not only does it capture a lot
of detailed inforrnatiOn in one snapshot, but
it also records this information in a very small
space. The width of a film in our home
cameras is about 2 inches, yet we can record a
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picture of a Boeing 747, the Empire State
Building, or the U. S. Capitol in that small
space.

For this reason, film is sometimes used to
photograph printed or graphic information
such as the pages of a book, files of business
letters, collections of newspapers, magazines,
and so forth. Compressing printed or graphic
information into a compact film form with-
out altering or changing the information
content of the .original document is called
microfilming.

Microfilming permits bulky materials to
be compressed into a more convenient,
smaller size. For example, The New York
Times regularly films the pages of each copy
of its daily paper. An entire month of
newspapers can be put into a single reel.
Individual frames of a reel of microfilm are
referred to as microphotograbhs or micro-
images.

The History of Microphotography

In 1839 John Benjamin Dancer, an

Englishman, combined photography with
microscopy to produce a microphotograph,
He used a microscope lens for his experiment
and was thus able to reduce a page of
information to a very small size. Ever sinco,
other scientists have tried to make smaller and
smaller pictures.

(44:1 Buzz Aldrin walks on the moon in this photograph taken by Neil
Armstrong.
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In 1860 an Engiishman named Sir-David
Brewster wrote a scientific paper describing
how he could conceal many tiny pictures of
information in a space no bigger than an
ink dot.

During The Franco- Prussian War, the

French Government used microphotographs



to communicate with its forces in Paris when
the city was tinder siege. As many as 3000
pages of information were reduced to film
just a few inches long. The lightweight film
was rolled into a scroll, slipped into a small
container, and attached to a pigeon's tail
feather. When the horning pigeon reached
Paris, the film was taken from the container,
shown on a projector, and the messages were
copied by hand onto paper.

The German Army in World War II

developed a photographic method called
"microdot" for its espionage, or spy, work.
Several pages of secret information were
photo-reduced to a very tiny sizeso tiny, in
fact, that the messages were hidden under the
punctuation marks in the sentences of a

printed book! Only the German spy knew
which period or dot in the book covered his
message, Microdot is an example of how far
microphotography technology had advanced
by 1940, Since that time, however, many
other changes have been introduced into the
field.

Types of Films

Four kinds of film are used to make
microphotOgraphs. "Silver-halide" film is the
most popular. This is the same film used to
take pictures at home. The surface of the film
is coated with chemicals containing micro-
scopic grains of silver. When a picture is

snapped, light enters the camera and strikes
the silver-halide chemical coating. This is

called "exposing" the film. The chemicals are
so sensitive to ordinary light that wherever
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One of the microdots above is shown in an enlargement on the facing

page, Extracts from this message read as follows: "9 December 1960,

Hello my dear and beautiful one! I am sending you my best wishes on

the festival el the 43rd anniversary of October [Russian Revolution] .

E \peeled 'utters finer you, but it seems that it will be possible only by

the end ol the month. My work is getting on all right, I feel

I understand everything about your work and your

friend and what you said about his work and his excellent pcoSoviet,
attitude.... There is great emptiness in , I am always happy

when holidays end and ordinary working days re-start.... If at all
passible 1 ask you to give K NE 2500 roubles a month. .." This message

led Scotland Yard to investigate the identity of the sender whose alias

was "Gordon Lonsdale". It established that Lonsdale was a Russian spy

and that he had been reprimanded by Moscow f or having broken the

sucariti, rules L writing to his wife and (2) writing in uncoded
RUSsidrl.
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the light falls on the coating i.t uncovers the
nirldon (limns Of silver,

The Wm is then taken to a darkroom
where it is "developed", or bathed in other
chemicals that wash away the unexposed
silver. What remains is called the ;'negative ";
it is a piece of film that has a dark or grey
layer called an "emulsion" and clear white
areas in other places. A negative is used to
make readable prints of pictures.

"Dim)" film is a second type. This film is
coated with a layer of dye that is sensitive to
ultraviolet light. Ultraviolet light is unlike
ordinary white light, It has a different wave-
length and looks purple to the eye. When
Diaz() film is exposed to ultraviolet light,
portions of the dye break up.

The film is developed by placing it in a
chamber filled with ammonia vapor. When the
ammonia vapor touches the coating, a chemi-
cal action occurs causing the remaining dye to
flow into the film and the broken-up dye to
dry up. The result is a piece of film that has
clear and dark areas; thus, the picture be-
comes visible to the human eye.

A third film is called by its trade name,
"Kalvar". Kalvar is coated with a plastic layer
of microscopic bubbles of gas. Exposure to
ultraviolet light expands the gas in the
bubbles. To develop the film, it is passed

between warm rollers; no wet chemicals are
required. Heat causes the bubbles to burst
showing the clear film underneath. The rest of
the plastic coating on the film remains to
provide the picture information. This "dry"
developing of Kalvar makes it especially
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useful in commercial photography where it is
sometime very important to make a picture
in a hurry.

Another process, called "photochromics`!,
ofhr, a different way of making microphoto-
graphs. Photochromic film coatings contain
microscopic individual molecules that can

alternately change their color. This happens
only when the molecules are affected by
ultraviolet light. Exposure to ultraviolet light
changes the molecules from a colored state to
a colorless state. This "switch" takes place
without any heat or chemical assistance.

Photochromic film can also switch back
to its original state by exposing the film to
white light. Thus, information on photo-
chromic film coatings can be erased just like
information on magnetic tape.

All four films, of course, depend on the
lens of .a camera to reduce an image to its
tiniest dimensions. Photochromic film, how-
ever, is the one most capable of high density
storage. Shown on page 70 is a 2-by-2inch film
made from a nHotochromic negative contain-
ing almost 2 001 photochromic microimages
(PCMI) of the King James version of the Holy
Bible. Even smaller reductions than this are
possible.

Holography

A part of the new technology, which is
very exciting to the people interested in

microfilm, is We laser and its ability to
produce holograms.

The word laser stands for fight amplifica-
tion by stimulated emission of radiation. In
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A photochromic film of the King
James version of the Bible.
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1951 Charles H. Townes, an American
physicist, found a way to clange the natural
balance of low-energy molecuies into a high-
energy state, making them even more active
so that they gave off more energy.

The emission is in the form of a powerful,
narrow beam of light that can be reduced in
size so that it is no more than a hundred-
thousandth of an inch wide. This is a laser.

The word "hologram" originated with
Dr. Dennis Gabor, a Hungarian scientist. In the
late 1940s, while experimenting with the
invention of a new microscope, Dr. Gabor
made a special kind of picture, using a tightly
packed bundle of light rays known as co-
herent light. He called this a hologram; the
word comes from the Greek words that mean
"whole picture". In 1971 Dr. Gabor received
the Nobel. Prize in physics for his invention
and development of holography.

This strange kind of light has some inter-
esting properties. Waves of coherent light
consistently maintain their relative spacing,
wl4h means that by shining a beam of light
frOm one object to another and knowing the
wavelength of the light, the distance between
them can be measured very. accurately. In
part, it is this property of regular wave
spacing that makes the production of holo-
grams possible.

A normal photographic plate records dark
and light spots depending on how the object
being photographed is illuminated. Laser

photography does the same but in addition it
records information about the distances from
the object as well. This is done by splitting
the laser beam into two parts..
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One Oat t shines on the photographic plate
relerence; the other is projected On the
t rellected light waves also reach

the plate. The two similar sets of light waves
are said to interfere because the reflected light

lit phac;, a,..cordincj to the Outlines and

surfaces of the object.
Those differences in vvavelength produce

spots On the ;)late OW record the object's
third (..timension, The plate is then developed
like ordinary photographic hlm. After pro-
cessing, it looks dull and gray to the naked
eye, However, when viewed with a coherent
light source, such as a laser, all the informa-
tion On the plate becomes visible including
dark, light, and distance information, and this
supplies the full three-dimensional image.

Really, its more than just a three-
dimensional picture; the distance information
is so completely and thoroughly recorded that
the viewer can actually see around the object
just as he does in the real world. This is the
new technique of holography.*

The fact that three-dimensional informa-
tion can be stored in microscopic form on
film opens up an entirely new world of
microfilm uses.

Forms of Microfilm

It is clear that microfilm provides a very
useful method for storing large amounts of
information. Microimages may be stored in
two formssequentially and individually.

`For rnow inforrndtion on lasers and holography,

si Lasers, bookli4 in this series.
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A [ILO( protaln in the public display of art masterpieces is how to
proteCt thorn (rum theft or damage. One solution would be to display a
hologram of the object while the artwork itself is safely stored in a

Ho logriOic copies of the same artwork could be displayed
.iround the world withOut ever moving the original object, In fact,
several years ago the Cincinnati Art Muscum held an .art show using
holograms of famous sculptures, Above, a diagram shows how a laser
beam is divided, directed, and reflected to capture a holographic image.

Befow,- Dr. Ralph Wuerker, a physicist, aligns a ruby laser and a
hdlographic plate to recreate a 3-dimensional image of a 14th century
statue of a Madonna and Child by an unknown sculptor.-



When stored in sequence the microimages
are recorded on 100-foot spools of 35mm or
16mm microfilm. One millimeter equals 0.04
inches. Therefore, 35mm microfilm is 1.4

inches wide and 16mm microfilm is 0,64
inches wide, Spools of micfofilm can be
handled manually or placed in cartridges for
use with automatic viewing machines. The
figure on the next page shows what micro-
film spools and cartridges look like.

In additiOn 'to spools, microfilm can also
be stored as individual units. For example, a
microfilm jacket holds strips of microfilm
placed in sleeves of clear plastic; a microfilm
aperture card contains one or more micro-
images mounted in gummed window frames
in an IBM or other card; microfiche is a sheet
of film with many images in rows and
columns (the French word "fiche" means
"sheet"); microtape consists of microimages
that are printed on adhesive backed paper for
cutting and pasting on file cards; and a

microcard is like a microfiche except that its
microimages are printed on paper cards in-
stead of sheets of film. The figure on page 76
contains pictures of various microforms.

Viewing and Copying

Information scientists are working with
publishers to make entire libraries of books
available in microfilm. This will enable li-

braries to concentrate thousands of books in a
film contair, ir the site of a shoe I <! At
present, the U. S. Government is ti e foremost
producer of microfilm.
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Microfilm spools and cartridges.

In 1970, the Department of Defense, the
Atomic Energy Commission, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and
the Office of Education published their re-
search and technical reports or microfiche
and together distributed almost 20 million
microfiche. Also the U. S. Government Print-
ing Office announced in 1971 that it intended
to publish all U. S. Government documents
on microfilm. Thus, microfilm, in all forms, is
rapidly becoming an especially important
method for distributing information even
though it was originally developed as a spare
saver.

In order for anyone to use the informa-
tion in a small microphotograph it must be
magnified for viewing. Equipment on the
market today makes it possible not only to
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Microfiche, microfilm jacket, aperture card, spool, cartridge, and strip.

view a microphotograph but also to obtain, if
needed, a paper enlargement of all or part of
the desired page in a matter of seconds. These
machines are called reader-printers, and are
illustrated on the next page.

If your local school library does not own
a reader-printer, it probably has a machine in
the library that will permit you to view a
microphotograph life-size on a screen. Infor-
mation scientists are working to produce an
inexpensive, portable microfilm reader that a
student may use at home or in class.

A portable microfilm reader is certain to
promote increased use of all forms of micro-
film in schools and in the home. Designers
believe it should be lightweight, about the size
of a hook, possess a good internal light
source, have sharp focusing, and above all be
just a little "cuddly" so that people will
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feci as omfortable reading irkrofdm as they
du ( ur led up hair wading a book,

These arh called "haindn.loctors- consid-
erations, and information scientists know that
they must make the relationship between man
and} machine a !4,itural and uncompticated as
p0$Sibie Many human factors are taken into
account in the design of any information

Apr
4

A rmcrofilm reader printer,
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maChirle and tilLit is S.vtly numerous psycholo-
iji,,t., have witeren the field of information

Computers and Microfilm

As more and more information is photo-
graphed on film, it becomes necessary to
index the film in order to find where the
information is. Dr. Vannevar Bush, an Ameri-
can scientist, saw this need in 1946 and
suggested a machine called MEMEX that
would automatically search information on a
spool of microfilm, Today, computers are
used to index and search the needed informa-
tion and also to find and choose the micro-
photograph they want from a very large
microfilm file,

The computer is influencing the develop-
ment of microfilm in other ways too. For
example, computers are used to produce
microphotographs on microfilm. Instead of
printing the computer's results or output on
paper, it is programmed to operate a special
machine that uses a sharp pencil of light
called an electron beam--to form the shapes
of letters and numbers and project them on
film.

The operation is so fast that hundreds
of page negatives can be produced every
second. These special purpose machines are
called COM, which stands for computer
output microfilm,

Computers can also be used to make-up a
page for electronic printing. They can be
programmed to use a certain type size and
style, set the width and height of each page,
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Dr. Vannevar Bush shown with a portion of his Differential Analyzer.

Built at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Differential
Analyzer was the forerunner of modern analog computers,

insert headings, produce page negatives on
film, and do many other things automatically.
Electronic printing is a growing area of
interest in information science.

These are only some of the many develop-
ments that are taking place. in the world of
information science. The object is to find new
ways to harmonize the electronic power of
the computer to the recording power of film
in order to produce creative and useful
applications.

It is clear that microfilm is going to play
an important part in information science. It
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11,1'; 111,1[1,1 1 0!S in (idditiOn to recordkeeping.
vrq y rledr Insure, alio-01)0°k libraries

will be uV,Ploble. I )11.) hundreds of paps found
ire o typ16,11 book will be photographed on d
;i!!qh, x h miLrofichie. Thus, thousands
,1 be stored in a container the sire

lostiNid of Lirculating micro-
116, books, tomorrow's libraries will

d.iplo.ate therm for you to take away and read
L,r1 your own portable microfilm reader!

Mil rufilm technology is the start of a new
era in information transfer. Together with the
computer and telecommunications it will
surely become a powerful force in shaping
information developments in our country and
the world.
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into the information
iiiiteti; If var ious individuals like doctors,
lawyers, businessmen, and others, trying to
discover how they absorb information, how
ile iiSe it, iii I Whit kind of information
they need. These research studies are crucial
to the kievolopiront of better information

Althouyh inforinotion science is a new
field, many universities are offoriny courses
le,iding to yraduate degrees in the subject. If
yuL) 0100`..ie infuriiijtion S(.1r2110.,.. us d. career,

you can tiecorne d rosedrt;ner who imiestijdtes
the very tilt:ork.;s underlyinij information

'0611, hIrlor Wi I U employs the
tools of irch)ruLitton t(!chhology

'.....atr:fy J 'tnr frttorlikition
ot .',1( lot If

01,2 his fliW field
f wc,rk,
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EPILOGUE

Many years ago, before air transportation
and electrical communications were invented,
the amount of information available in the
world was manageable and the rate at which
information was generated and used was
leisurely. Since 1950, however, the picture
has changed.

The pace of technological change, the
population explosion, the development of
audiovisual materials and TV, and the impact
of communications and micrographics have
combined to produce huge amounts of infor-
mation at a faster rate for more people. This
rate seems to be increasing alarmingly. Man
today is subjected to a rate of information
exchange greater than anything he previously
experienced. In fact, the information pac(; is
rising so rapidly that most of us cannot begin
to comprehend its present and future impact
-on every aspect of our lives.

The tremendous growth of different kinds
of information in modern times is evident.
Less evident, however, is the fact that it is no
longer possible for any one person to learn
and remember everything he would like to
know.

It is up to the information scientist to
figure out how to save the words, sounds,
pictures, and other symbols that constitute a

record of man's past achievements, and to
provide this along with new information
whenever an individual wants it. This is the
challenge that confronts the new information
scientist.
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GLOSSARY

Audio-visual Non-print materials such as films, film-strips, sound
tapes, cassettes, and other media that record information by sound
and sight.

Binary number system A mathematical method for representing
information using only two symbolsa "0" and a "1".

Bit A contraction of the term binary digit; it is the smallest unit used

to represent information in a binary system,

Cable television The reception of long distance television programs
retransmitted to local TV sets over underground coaxial cables.

Communications Electrical systems that can send and receive informa-
tion messages.

Communications satellite An earth orbiting device capable of relaying
communication signals over long distances.

Computer An electronic machine capable of processing numbers and
letters of the alphabet for many different purposes.

Computer output microfilm The transfer of information from a
computer to microfilm through an intermediate photographic
device.

Computer program A sequence of instructions that cause a computer
to complete a desired task.

Oata banks Large accumulated files of information in machine

readable form for subsequent access by users via a computer.

Electronic printing The coupling of information stored on a magnetic
tape with high-speed photocomposition machines that autonnati.
calty set type for printing.

Facsimile The optical scanning of a page of printed or graphic
information, its transmission over communication lines, and its
faithful reproduction at a distant receiving location.

Ferrous Oxide A special substance that is coated on magnetic tapes
and disks. It contains iron particles that can be magnetized or
demagnetized by a computer to represent binary information,

Hologram A recording of information in three dimensions using a
coherent light source.

Information Facts about any subject.
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,i(lita trim explosion The exponential On:lease in the (yowl') and
rir,iiri,ifir,riHri ut rdl fornfti of IlrfrirrMifillO.

Information netwutlis I ilirercnnoEinion of a vonralikcillfy dis
pin'stql group of litirainos iihrl information centers, thrimilli telecom
iminications, for the ;impose of slr,,rin l tlipir total information
resources mole

Information science The study of how man c.aJtes, uses, and

communicates information in all for ms.

Information system A formal method by which Mini illation can be
found, delivered, and used by those who need iL

Input The process of entering information into a computer and
especially into its memory.

Language processing The use of computer programs to manipulate
words and ideas for functional purposes.

Laser A tightly packed, narrow beam of light formed by the emission

of high-energy molecules.

libraries Places Mere information of all kinds is stored, systemati-
cally organized, and made available for use on request.

Library automation Application of computers and other technology
to library operations and services.

Library science The study of the way libraries select, acquire, catalog,

circulate, and make available books and other information.

Machine readable Information in a form such as punched holes or
magnetic codes that can be processed directly by computers and
other machines.

Machine translation The use of computer programs to translate one
language into another.

Magnetic disk A ferrous oxide platter used for storing information in a

way that makes it directly accessible for computer processing.

Magnetic ink character recognition The ability of a machine to
electrically sense a printed letter of the alphabet and determine
which one it is. Each letter on the source document is imprinted
with special magnetic ink containing iron particles.

Magnetic tape A long strip of mylar plastic coated with ferrous oxide
on which binary information may be stored, read, or erased.
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Memory An automated device that stores nfolinatiou Eiji later recall.

Microfiche A sta it him that stares unatti,s of a rinrilend SIPe in a

gird pattern.

Microfilm Photographic tjlrtt risen lur leuuldinij!papInc 1;0(1(1'101On ni

a site,

Micrographics rue use of immature photography to condense, stole,

and ietrieve graphic inhumation.

Online The connection of a distant user tell/Una' to a central

computer through a COlitilltinni communication hookup.

Optical Character Recognition The ability of a machine to scan a
printed letter of the alphabet and discern which one it is.

Picture phone A new device that permits you to see the person you
are calling when making a telephone call.

Programming language A special language ',plied by a computer
manufacturer for writing programs that -,ause the computer to
function according to a programmer's instructions.

Publish Potting an author's creative work into a form that can be
distributed to many people.

Punched card A stiff paper card of exact dimensions into which holes

are punched to represent information. Subsequently, the informa

tion can be sensed and processed by mechanical, electrical, or
optical machines.

Punched paper tape A narrow strip of paper into which holes are
punched to represent information far subsequent processing by

machines.

Satellite see Communications satellite

Selective dissemination of information Computer selection and

distribution of information to specific individuals based an their

prestated subject interests.

Telecommunications The sending of all types of information over
great distances.

Teletype A piece of equipment capable of sending and receiving
information that is typed at one location and printed at another.

Television A method of broadcasting information so that people see
and hear it at the same time.
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Terminal A remote communications hookup to a computer that may
be used for either input or output.

Time-sharing Use of a central computer by many individuals in
different locations at the same time.
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